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F A M E H O U S E . N E T

THE STATE OF DIRECT-TO-FAN
S E C T I O N  I 

As we addressed in our last white paper, “Understanding Facebook,” the conversation 
around Direct-to-Fan marketing has shifted dramatically in the last year. The landscape 
around social media—a cornerstone of every direct-to-fan marketing strategy—is changing 
rapidly. Existing players’ business models are evolving (e.g. Instagram, Snapchat), 
once-great platforms are struggling to create value in the market (e.g. Twitter, Tumblr), 
and the proliferation of messaging apps is creating new challenges for marketers trying to 

connect with audiences where they spend their time. 

While social media is and always will be a critical tool for growing and engaging your audience, 
it is only on your own properties that you fully control the relationships you cultivate with 
fans. Here, we look at some of the major factors that have led us to this point and what they 

mean for artists and brands trying to grow an audience and business online.

C O N T I N U E D . . . .

http://famehouse.net/white-paper-understanding-facebook/
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HOW THE SHARE BUTTON IS RUINING SOCIAL MEDIA 
Matt Chylak, Digital Strategy Manager

IF YOU’RE ANYTHING LIKE ME, your social feeds are a mess right now. A quick 
sample of mine: festival flyers, ads for a CRM system, open letters to Donald Trump, 
a defense of Kim Kardashian, and ads to join Yahoo Mail. Even without the necessary 
evil of promoted posts clogging up the feed, it feels like the initial promise of social 
media—a hub of digital connections between physically separated people—is lost. 
Fewer and fewer of my friends seem to post something significant about themselves; 
meanwhile, algorithms dictate which news articles, photos, upcoming events, and viral 
videos appear on my feed. It’s not compelling. And it’s not social.

So how did we get here? Many point to native advertising, the practice of serving users 
advertising in a form that appears similar (if not identical) to organic content. There 
are some examples of the practice that do well, such as this article on incarcerated 
women sponsored by Netflix’s Orange is the New Black. But for every brand that does 
a good job creating something new and interesting for their fans, there are a dozen 
that are slapping their own hashtag on some Twitter meme or retweeting Beyonce’s 
latest single with new, “hilarious” lyrics and a link to their online store. This sort of junk 
pervades social media in 2016, and it leads to the obvious argument that in brands’ 
quest to create “relatable” content for fans, the line between promotional and non-
promotional posts has blurred beyond recognition. Everything looks like an ad. 

Unfortunately, this is only half the story. While advertisers might be an easy culprit on 
which to place blame, the real problem is also the very thing that’s made social media 
so valuable to publishers in the first place: the Share Button.

The Share Button is awesome and vital. It allows you to quickly push things you like 
to other people. This is important for big ticket creators too; the relative freedom of 
content on the Internet has fostered an environment where publishers need heavy 
traffic to survive. But there is also a central contradiction within the Share Button.  
It proposes personalization through secondhand content selection while at the 
same time devaluing the personal elements of firsthand content. We’ve become 
so trained to “share” what we like by clicking a button that we’re putting less of 
our actual personalities out into the world. We’re amplifying instead of analyzing, 
letting others speak for us through the media we share while our thoughts are 
generally segmented into an expandable comment column underneath. It’s a 

game of affirmation, rather than a true starting point for discussion. This way of 
responding is also affecting the way content is packaged. Social algorithms and 
patterns of online behavior have conditioned us to create things that are more 
clickable or viral or upworthy or snackable or whatever other buzzword we’re 
using this week. We fit into character counts and chase optimum image spacing 
requirements instead of creating interesting media. We generate listicles because 
there’s a higher percentage click-through rate on an article with a number in 
the headline. It’s just The Way Things Are. But any practice that is justified by 
traditionalism (or outright complacency) will always have opposition—or in this 
case, a countermovement that claims our current form of media consumption is not 
The Way Things Have To Be. 

We’re already seeing the signs that people are tiring of this ecosystem and leaving, 
fleeing to less aggregated and interconnected platforms like Snapchat and VSCO. This 
isn’t a trend that’s going away anytime soon, and for good reason. These types of 
channels place a much higher value on a first-person experience, in many cases literally 
showcasing content from the perspective of friends. In this way, we get back to the 
original promise of social media, and to succeed in this atmosphere, brands are going 
to have to adapt to it or die on the vine.

Look, I’m a marketer. I fully appreciate the value of getting information about what 
you and your company like out to new fans. It’s how we connect with people, and the 
direct feedback loop that results is one of the things that makes digital marketing so 
financially and emotionally rewarding. But if you want fans to truly buy what you’re 
selling (both figuratively and literally), you need them to care about you. You won’t get 
them to care with a meme with millions of likes, but instead by telling stories that will 
cut through the noise and encourage people to seek you out. 

You don’t want a Share Button on your content; you want a Subscribe Button.  

“ WE’RE AMPLIFYING INSTEAD OF ANALYZING, 
LETTING OTHERS SPEAK FOR US THROUGH THE 
MEDIA WE SHARE.”

SECT ION I   |   STATE OF I N D U ST RY

http://paidpost.nytimes.com/netflix/women-inmates-separate-but-not-equal.html?_r=0
http://paidpost.nytimes.com/netflix/women-inmates-separate-but-not-equal.html?_r=0
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THEY’RE NOT REALLY MESSAGING APPS 
Matt Chylak, Digital Strategy Manager

ONE OF THE BIGGEST TECH STORIES of the last year has been the rise of messaging 
apps—cost-free applications that enable direct interactions between small groups 
of people.
 
Massive adoption on a global scale has led to the four largest messaging apps (WhatsApp, 
Facebook Messenger, WeChat, Viber) surpassing the four largest social media networks 
(Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram) for the first time, with over 2.2 billion MAUs. The 
largest of these, WhatsApp, commands over 1 billions MAUs on its own.
 
Roughly a quarter of the world is regularly using these apps. Do we really believe 
that they’re just to be used for talking with each other? Nope. This is a complete 
misunderstanding of both their value and potential.
 
THEY’RE PERSONAL
The ability to directly connect with each other has always been the hook on which 
social media is based, but it’s become evident that we do not need to share every 
interaction with the world. 
 
This is representative of a larger trend. “Social” technology has iterated enough that 
sharing conversations, pictures, videos, and music is moving from the public sphere 
toward private interactions with just the people you care about involving.
 
This isn’t to say that social media is “going away” or anything like that. There are 
plenty of reasons to engage in public discourse, and people will always want to share 
what they’re doing with the world. But as platforms like Facebook and Twitter add 
integrations designed to bring the entire social experience online, messaging apps are 
fine-tuning themselves for the next era of digital communication. So how have they 
done such a good job anticipating our needs?
 
THEY’RE ADAPTIVE
Messaging apps got their first major bump as a way to avoid roaming data charges 
while texting, piggybacking on users’ existing phone numbers and address books 
before the days of iMessage. They’ve only gotten smarter from there. Improvements 
like the ability to immediately see which of your phone contacts are already signed up 

for the service decreased the friction for new users to adopt these programs.
 
Upgrades are the name of the game, from stickers to gifs to sounds to video. And 
this competition to create a more immersive experience is one of the major factors 
dictating why messaging apps as a category have outpaced the growth of online 
social networks. They’ve taken the main thing we wanted from our social networks—to 
connect—and streamlined it.

These aren’t messaging apps; they’re communication apps.

THEY’RE USEFUL (BEYOND P2P MESSAGING)
Person-to-Person Messaging isn’t the only functionality within messaging apps. In fact, 
the most important growth potential for these apps—and why a massive company like 
Facebook owns 2 of the 4 largest platforms—stems from Application-to-Person (or 
A2P) Messaging.
 
A2P messaging is nothing new, but deeper integration into mainstream messaging 
apps and the advancement of AI technology has deeply enriched the one-to-one 
conversations between brands and users. All kinds of industries are augmenting 
their communication strategies and replacing their own branded apps with this more 
seamless media experience.
 
Sponsored integrations are the obvious starting point. We see this every day with 
Snapchat’s featured content and stories, no different than the promoted posts that 
are already on social media feeds. Comedy Central uses Kik to promote its viral videos, 
driving traffic to its online series with direct links.
 
It gets much more interesting when you customize. Integration between Facebook 
Messenger and the customer service software Zendesk allows companies to send 
messages directly to their support channels. LINE lets you hail a cab and order drinks. 
WeChat partnered with the LINQ hotel in Vegas so guests can check-in and adjust 
room settings from their phones. An open API for most of these applications ensures 
that the technology will continue to improve and provide uses far beyond even what 
their creators originally intended.
 
Like all potential marketing channels, messaging apps won’t be applicable for every 
brand, but 2.2 billion people are already there. They’re talking to each other. You should 
consider talking to them too.

SECT ION I   |   STATE OF I N D U ST RY

Source: Companies, BI Intelligence. *Social networks: Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram. **Messaging: WeChat, Viber, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger
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OUR NEW RELIANCE ON OWNED AUDIENCES 
Ryan Hall, Account Manager

WHEN YOU LOOK AT HOW the way we approach digital marketing has changed 
in the last 3 years, the focus has shifted largely to the goal of growing a brand’s 
“owned audience.” The term owned audience refers to those fans who are present 
on a brand’s owned media channels—their website, blog, app, email list and any 
other platform that they directly control and own the data around.  This does 
not include social media channels, where your audience is built on a third party 
platform that controls how you are able to message your audience.  
 
Digital marketing is much like the stock market. When approaching a strategy for 
investing your money, you need to make sure you are diversifying your stocks and 
not putting all of your eggs into one basket.  When you place your entire focus on 
growing your fan base on your brand’s social channels, you are doing just that, as 
once you’ve grown those audiences, there’s nothing keeping them with you forever; 
you don’t “own” them. If one of the big 3 (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) were to 
disappear tomorrow, so would those fans and your ability to reach them. 
 
Not only are these “third party” fans at the mercy of the life of the platform, you are 
also at the mercy of the platform in your ability to reach them.  As these platforms 
become more and more saturated and you’re forced to pay more to reach these 
fans, it becomes less and less easy to connect with the audience you’ve worked so 
hard to build.
 
Three years ago, this sort of pay-to-play trajectory wasn’t as big of a factor in digital 
marketing.  In today’s digital landscape, it is more important than ever to hedge against a 
future where it becomes increasingly difficult to reach your fans through current channels.  

To do this, I suggest you use a strategy to grow your owned audience in 2 ways:
01. Inside-Out:
Focus on building channels that grow your owned audiences and use captured fan 
data to benefit your social strategy through custom advertising audiences.

02. Outside-In:
Use your social channels to initiate and cultivate relationships with fans, but actively 
funnel fans to your own channels where you own the relationship with them—and 
their information.
 
INSIDE-OUT
With an ever-growing reliance on paid media to successfully reach audiences 
on social, we must find new ways to reach fans in the most efficient and cost 
effective ways possible. It now takes more than just large social audiences to get 
your message through, and we’re often forced to reallocate higher portions of our 
marketing budget to social ads as a result. 

However, there are other ways to reach your fans before putting time and money 
into an ad spend. Email marketing is one realm that goes underutilized by way too 
many artists and brands of all different sizes. A healthy email audience is one you 
can reach directly at the click of a button, straight to their inbox. Not only are you 
able to get in front of them, but this audience also historically drives more revenue 
for brands and a much higher conversion rate than traffic from social.

Branded mobile apps are another Inside-Out marketing channel to explore if your 
situation lends itself to that approach.  Depending on the app’s complexity, artists 
and brands can pull far more data from your fans than you can on social. (At the 

SECT ION I   |   STATE OF I N D U ST RY
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very least, your app should require fans to register using an email address so you 
are growing your list.) 

Similar to email, it’s also easier than ever to reach your full fanbase with a mobile 
app. Push notifications completely sidestep the issue of diminished post reach 
we deal with on social media. They allow a brand to send important information 
directly to their entire audience with the click of a button.

Once you’ve collected data on your audience from owned channels, it’s easier than 
ever to use his information to benefit your social media marketing. We can use 

build detailed targeted audiences when advertising across Facebook and Twitter, 
uploading a file of email address or usernames to segment existing fans and find 
fan groups that are similar. 

An emerging class of new tools for artists and brands make it even easier to do this. 
CrowdAlbum, for example, allows you to track specific hashtags across social media 
and easily pull in the social data of all users who have used it in a specific time or 
in a specific geographic area (e.g. at a music venue or conference).  With this, you 
are able to build a list of extremely targeted audiences who are talking about items 
relevant to your brand, in physical areas related to your brand, and then use that 
data to advertise directly to them. 

OUTSIDE-IN
While the Inside-Out approach looks at how a brand can use information learned 
from “inside” owned channels to directly benefit their social strategy, the Outside-
In approach does the opposite. This approach gives social more of a back seat in 
regards to the overall strategy and focuses on posting content that drives elsewhere 
with the goal of fan data capture.
 
While large social numbers are a goal for most (if not all) digital marketers, we can 
only reach those fans when messaging on the particular platform where they live.  
The Inside-Out approach focuses on engaging this audience in a way that captures 
their email and external social data to allow us to engage with them in a multitude 
of other ways and on a multitude of other platforms.
 
There are many ways a digital marketer can achieve this goal (first access, exclusive 
content, etc.), but one of the most reliable tactics is to incentivize fans through 
contesting and giveaways.  Send fans somewhere where they can provide their 
email and social account info in return for the ability to win a prize or receive an 
instant gratification. 
 
There are many digital tools available to facilitate this process, but one of our 
favorites is Hive.co. Hive allows marketers to quickly develop simple landing 
pages where fans connect their profiles (e.g. email, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
YouTube, Soundcloud, Snapchat) in return for contest entries or free content. This 
solution will quickly turn one Facebook fan, initially only reachable on that channel, 
into a fan on all of your platforms. To organize that additional fan data, Hive can 
compile a basic user profile that shows geographic and demographic information, 
as well as what activations that fan has interacted with—giving you a richer, more 
holistic picture of your fan. 

CONCLUSION 
In the current state of social media, we are too much at the mercy of the platforms.  We 
may have a large audience there—and a very important one to cultivate and engage—but 
we don’t “own” our connection with these fans, and it is increasingly harder to reach them 
both organically and across platforms.  We are shifting our focus from social audience 
growth to growing owned audiences and in-turn, benefitting our social strategy. Through 
a simultaneous use of both the Inside-Out and Outside-In strategy across your digital 
marketing efforts will successfully close off your marketing loop, helping to grow your 
audience and your ability to reach that audience.

“ THESE ARE ALL WAYS IN WHICH HAVING A STRONG 
PICTURE OF YOUR AUDIENCE BUILT THROUGH INSIDE-OUT 
FORCES, LIKE EMAIL MARKETING AND BRAND APPS, CAN 
HAVE A DIRECT IMPACT ON YOUR SOCIAL MARKETING 
CAMPAIGNS.”

SECT ION I   |   STATE OF I N D U ST RY
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F A M E H O U S E . N E T

CULTIVATING AN OWNED AUDIENCE
S E C T I O N  I I

As artists and brands continue to vie for social real estate against an ever changing algorithm, 
focusing on owned properties is again becoming the norm. This approach allows marketers 
to break through the repetitive noise of social media and break free of a reliance on paid, 
enabling us to drive more meaningful fan connections and to gain deeper insights into who 

our fans are. 

Only on your properties can you fully control the user experience, crafting more meaningful 
and authentic fan journeys with your music, event, or product. But there are many different 
approaches to how you craft this experience. Here, we explore a few of the strategies we’ve 
seen work time and again, as well as how to begin to map out a plan that will work for you.

C O N T I N U E D . . . .
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ADELE’S 25 TOUR AND THE UNTAPPED POWER OF OWNED AUDIENCES  
Alex Ferguson, Digital Marketing Coordinator

ON DECEMBER 17, 2015 AT 10am EST, 10 million Americans descended upon 
Ticketmaster.com, all in the name of Adele. The majority of this legion of 25 Tour 
hopefuls were left empty handed and irate. Buzzfeed listicles and memes abounded 
[Hello from the parking lot…]. I, on the other hand, easily secured my tickets one 
day prior during the email subscriber presale.

Looking back now, there are many lessons to be learned from how this general on-
sale was handled, most of which revolve around the issue of secondary ticketing. 
For me though, as both a fan and a digital marketing professional, the biggest 
takeaway is the untapped power of email and an artist’s owned audience.

The majority of these dismayed Adele fans did not have adequate insight around 
tour marketing, and they’re not alone. I often find myself in conversation with 
friends and family who are clueless as to how they can secure a presale password, 
let alone find out when their favorite artist sets out on tour. Sure, they follow these 
artists on socials, but in today’s algorithmic world that’s no longer enough. To 
truly strengthen the bond between fan and artist, and in turn drive a meaningful 
consumer relationship, we’ve got to look beyond social media to email and other 
owned channels.

Email marketing is the most direct way to deliver what both artists and fans want 
and need. As an artist, you’re reaching members of your fandom who explicitly 
expressed interest in you and your music. As a fan, you are rewarded with first 
access to important announcements regarding your beloved artist and their music 
(e.g. receiving pre-sale info for Adele’s 25 Tour). From a marketing perspective, 
there’s no algorithm to battle, no posts to boost. It’s direct. It’s meaningful. It’s a 
win-win.

However, email marketing is a seriously under-utilized and under-communicated 
tool within the music industry. We’ve found with a variety of clients that while they 

have a massive following across social platforms, their email list is miniscule. Some 
of these artists reach just 1% of their total Facebook audience via email, if even 
that. The potential for growth around each one of these lists is almost unbelievable.

And with today’s technology, email lists are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes 
to owned audiences. Branded apps and fan clubs also allow artists unparalleled 
access to their core fan base. One Fame House client recently launched an app 
for their fans to amazing success. Built-in data capture capabilities within the app 
increased their email acquisition by 90% compared to the previous period.

More valuable, though, is the connection this app helped cultivate between artist 
and fan. App users often gain early access to presale tickets around major shows, as 
well as new merch launches. Typically these releases sell out within minutes in the 
app, as fans are extremely appreciative of this “first dibs” feature.

Another Fame House client has spent years cultivating a strong connection with their 
audience through their fan club. Without question these club members are the artist’s 
most loyal, and profitable, fans. To better understand and serve their fans, they recently 
sent out a survey asking about listening and streaming habits, preferred social networks, 
dedication as a fan (# of concerts attended, how far they’ve traveled for a show, etc.), and 
questions around merchandise quality and pricing.

By reaching out to fan club members, they received more than 15,000 responses, as 
compared to 3,000+ responses from general fans. The insight gathered from these 
surveys is invaluable and highlights the power of the owned audience. Giving fans 
a direct way to offer their input is what generated such enthusiastic participation. 
They’re not just in it for the presale codes and merch coupons; they’re invested in 
the artist and want to be heard.

From arena killers like Adele to local acts grinding it out here in Philly, the connection 
artists share with their fans, and how they cultivate it, hinges upon more than just 
social media. Fan clubs, apps, email lists. In 2016, the means are there. It’s just a 
matter of carving out a strategy that’s right for the artist and their audience.

SECT ION I I   |   CULT IVAT I N G  A N  A U D IEN C E
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GROWING YOUR OWNED AUDIENCE: YOUR INVITE-ONLY HOUSE PARTY  
Alex Hines, Digital Marketing Associate

WHILE ACQUISITION ACROSS all digital platforms is incredibly important in 
determining an artist’s online footprint, a social media follower doesn’t quite hold 
the same caliber as an email address. Someone who has provided a personal 
address is a fan who has opted in for direct updates out of loyalty and passion for 
your work. But how do we cultivate that type of passionate fan, gain their loyalty, 
and satisfy their thirst after they’ve raised their hand? What are the benefits of 
doing so? Should we treat all fans equally or customize their experiences, based on 
the type of fan they are? 

A first step is to implement activations to drive fans to your website, blog, microsite, 
or app. These are your owned channels, your invite-only, DIY house parties where 
you can get to know your most devout fans and their interests. It’s important, 
though, to allocate resources toward the platforms that make the most sense for 
your brand.  For example, while Kim Kardashian’s “Kimoji’s” nearly crashed the 
Apple store, “Katy Perry Pop,” a similar app to Kardashian’s Hollywood fashion 
game (and built by the same team), remained low on the charts. Whether this is as 
a result of a poor product or simply not compelling for her fans, some channels are 
clearly better for certain audiences. 

First and foremost, all brands should strive to build an email list to work in tandem 
with their social media strategies. Promoting on social channels can be like putting up 
a billboard on freeway that your fans may not travel on, but reaching fans that have 
already raised their hands and asked you for updates has the power to dramatically 
increase click throughs to your sites and conversion rates. See chart above.

How to cultivate that list differs from brand to brand. How do you get people to 
come to your party? You start with your friends—your fans—and people who have 
initially expressed interest, and give them your pitch. Why should they be there, 
and how sweet is the deal? Using social media and word of mouth, let them know 
what value they’ll get from your email list that they can’t get through social media. 

In other words, is it essential that your fans experience the party firsthand or just relive 

it through their friend’s Snapchat story? Make the experience “un-relivable” by offering 
email-only contests with hefty incentives like concert tickets, unreleased music, first 
access to news, limited print merch, personalized artwork, merch discounts, etc.

No matter how hard you try, the harsh reality remains: not everybody will care 
about your brand or email list, which is why it is important to not rely on sending 
out a shotgun blast of advertisements. Start with your inner circle of fans, and when 
you feel that you’ve exhausted your potential signups among closely connected 
fans, move on to the fringe friends, the ones that know you but aren’t aware that 
you have so much more to offer.  

Essentially, these are the fans that have seen you around, seen your social media 
messages, and have a small emotional connection to your brand.  Inviting these 
friends to your party may take some legwork, or money. Utilizing social media 
advertisements in cooperation with retargeting lists generated from website visits, 
Facebook video views, 3rd party data services, etc. can increase acquisition rates 
since these fans are already familiar with your brand. In essence, you’re offering a 
sweet enough incentive for joining your mailing list to the potential Plus 1’s of the 
party. Since these fans have already expressed interest in your brand, they will have 
a quality connection with you. After all, no one likes the guy that’s at the party just 
for free food and drinks. 

Along the same lines, you can also use email gates for watching videos, downloading 
tracks, or anything else. Obviously, these fans are there because they like you, 
have heard of you, and are invested in your content. Capitalize on that interest 
by requiring an easy email signup. Whether a brand keeps those fans will depend 
on the content that they are served after signing up, which reverts back to the 
fundamental question, “Is the deal sweet enough?”

Running contests within your email list keeps fans engaged and active, but the 
same tactics can be used to acquire new fans.  Platforms like Hive.co and Wavo 
allow brands to request fans to take an action to follow on Facebook, Twitter, and 
Instagram, or to provide their email address, to enter contests or unlock content. 
This is equivalent to a BYOB policy at your party. Everyone is welcome, but at a 
small cost. If the incentive is big enough, most fans won’t mind. 

Source: Custora

SECT ION I I   |   CULT IVAT I N G  A N  A U D IEN C E
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ENGAGING YOUR AUDIENCE: KEEPING FANS ACTIVE THROUGH  
OWNED APPS  
Arielle Abilo, Digital Marketing Coordinator 
Courtney Catagnus, Digital Marketing Coordinator 

OWNING YOUR AUDIENCE
Today, engaging owned audiences in an intimate, unique way is essential for artists 
and brands to deepen their emotional connection with fans and increase loyalty. 
With the dynamics of social media channel popularity always shifting, and fans 
being increasingly mobile each year, it is more important than ever for artists to 
have owned media to house their audiences that fit into fans’ lifestyles. When done 
well, mobile apps can be the perfect answer. 

Well designed festival apps are one example of mobile apps done right. Festival 
goers will download the official app to access sitemaps, artist schedules, and 
FAQ’s—providing clear utility for the fan. Now you have a massive audience to 
engage. It’s easy to incentivize fans to download the app during festival season, but 
the trick is getting festival audiences to keep the app by providing evergreen value 
beyond the event. Through push notifications, giveaways, games, or even hidden 
“Easter eggs” in the app, fans will be thinking about your festival year round. 

While it existed separately from the official festival app, Mysteryland USA’s Gift 
Club ambassador program offered tickets and other prize incentives through 
user completion of point-based “missions.” Each social-based mission tied 
directly into the festival’s program goals of increasing sales conversions, boosting 
fan engagement with the festival’s social accounts and hashtags, driving user 
generated content, and growing the ambassador community and MLUSA social 
channels. Integrating a contesting feature such as the Gift Club into festival and 
artist apps can provide fans with incentives to remain in constant contact with the 
artist or festival all year long.

While the adventurous nature of music festivals lends itself well to this very active 
gift club program, this idea can translate into an equally effective strategy for 
artist and brand apps. Apps can be a space for musicians to house their music and 
videos in one place for fans to access on-the-go. Direct-to-fan messaging, pre-
sale ticketing, competitions, app-only merchandise, and social features are also 
important in connecting with fans. However, these features must be customized on 
a case by case basis for each artist. 

ELEVATING A MUSIC RELEASE THROUGH OWNED FANS 
Animal Collective fans were already hyped about their upcoming album Painting 
With, so when they dropped a digital painting app for iOS of the same name, fans 
were freaking out. After hearing the news via social media, we downloaded the 
app and fired it up, selecting two-player mode. As the layered harmonies of the 
app-exclusive track, “Lying In The Grass,” emanated from the phone’s speaker, we 
began painting with a stranger we may have had nothing in common with except 
one, definitive thing: we love Animal Collective. 

After a few rounds of fingerpainting with strangers, our attention faltered and we 
were bummed to find no navigation to guide us anywhere else within the app. More 
disappointing, there was no chat functionality or social feed to be found. For once, 
the forum of fans humble bragging about how many times they’ve seen Animal 
Collective live or giving their unsolicited album reviews was actually missed. While 
the app itself was a unique, creative tool that elevated the release of their tenth 
studio album, its one-dimensionality rendered it wasteful space on an iPhone 
memory. Though maybe that was the point— “Lying In The Grass” is, afterall, a 
fleeting moment in time fondly remembered—custom apps like this are expensive 
to build and likely generate little meaningful ROI for the artist other than a blip of 
press activity when released.

At the time of writing this, there are currently no strangers active in the app to 
co-create with.
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After opening the floodgates to an artist app through social campaigns and 
strategic press partnerships, there are valuable opportunities to connect with this 
highly engaged audience even after the buzz has subsided. At the very least, email 
capture could have been a simple way of converting anonymous app downloads 
into an owned audience of Animal Collective fans. If these folks were willing to 
download the band’s app, then most would certainly want newsletters regarding 
the album release, ticket on-sale, and merchandise that ultimately drive the artist’s 
business goals.

BUILDING A SELF-SUSTAINING COMMUNITY
With artist apps, it is important to provide fans with a reason to download and 
keep the app, even if they already follow the artist on their social channels. Too 
many artists only connect when they need to push a release, tour, or offer and 
then stop talking to their fans. As a result, their community diminishes and they 
are forced to rebuild their audience every time there’s a new campaign. While the 
“Painting With” app is incredibly creative and perfectly on-brand, other artists have 
succeeded in expertly engaging with dedicated fans through dynamic apps that 
provide continued value for fans year-round.  

With a feature as simple as an Artist Wall, ODESZA keeps their audience updated 
with announcements at least once per week. Fans are alerted of artist updates 
through push notifications if they’ve opted to receive them. Providing their in-app 
audience with exclusive first listens, presales, or a heads up about merch releases 
before announcing elsewhere provides a huge incentive for fans to download the 
app. Livestream functionality has proven to be an excellent tactic in acquiring new 
subscribers as well with app exclusive Q&A sessions with the band and livestreams 
of performances. 

By rewarding the audience for their engagement with genuine exclusivity between 
the artist and fan, organic fan to fan conversations proliferate on the Fan Wall. 
Fans deciphering the meaning of the artist’s lyrics, shared fan art and photos from 
live shows, and even artist-branded tattoos are posted daily. This constant flow 
of organic conversation results in an incredible self-sustained community. The 
app audience and associated email subscriber list is steadily growing for future 
messaging around larger marketing moments.

Artists and festival brands should be activating their app audiences year round. 
Utilizing this audience for early access to tickets via pre-sale, especially through 
push notifications, will incentivize fans to download and keep these apps. 
Using push notifications for important announcements, geo-targeted ticketing 
announcements, and exclusive giveaways is essentially like texting your fans with 
news updates, and there’s nothing more direct-to-fan than that. Push notifications 
are faster and more seamless than an email, and they boast high open rates of 
47-80%. They are an indispensable tool for reaching fans and are the future of 
conversing with your owned audience. 

An app is not right for everyone, though. They can be expensive to build and 
maintain, and unless you offer real, tangible value for fans, it’s easy to not see any 
ROI on an app build. Before launching one, activate your audience through other 
channels in ways that foster a fan community, and build a clear strategy to ensure 
your app will consistently deliver value to the people who matter.

“ WITH ARTIST APPS, IT IS IMPORTANT TO PROVIDE FANS 
WITH A REASON TO DOWNLOAD AND KEEP THE APP, EVEN 
IF THEY ALREADY FOLLOW THE ARTIST ON THEIR SOCIAL 
CHANNELS. ”
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DRIVING THE FUTURE OF OWNED MEDIA 
Kate Strollo, Senior Account Manager

AS DIGITAL MARKETING CONTINUES to shift increasingly toward owned channels, 
several key trends are important to keep in mind as you develop your direct-to-fan 
marketing strategy. 

‘OWNED FIRST’ MENTALITY 
Though many tend to immediately associate the term “digital marketing” with social 
media, it’s important to take a holistic approach in developing a strong narrative across 
both owned and third party channels. Making owned assets a focus from the start of 
any marketing campaign will ensure you are developing your more valuable, owned 
audience from Day 1, rather than overly relying on socials to establish your career or 
campaign, and will maximize the potential of the existing audiences in terms of owned 
media vs. more expensive channel acquisition strategies. 

By prioritizing owned assets, brands can work to improve the overall user 
experience for their audiences by tailoring marketing activations specifically to the 
audience's preferences via email segmentation, fan club apps for the super fans, 
and more. Taking a multimedia (and multichannel) approach to this type content 
marketing will not only maximize the reach of your message, but can establish a 
lead funnel to better engagement with your growing audience. 

PERSONALIZATION VIA DATA CAPTURE
Social media has set a high expectation for consumers when it comes to personalized 
messaging. Audiences now hold the same expectations for other owned channels. 
The way we shape our communications will now be much more dependent on the 
data we are able to analyze from our fan base. What type of content are users 

responding to the most and how are they engaging with it? Does it make sense to 
message certain users a specific promotion vs. others? These types of questions will 
allow brands and artists to develop more attention-grabbing content and create a 
more personalized moment per audience segment. 

Other industries are already using these tactics regularly—and indeed, some of the 
larger players in music and entertainment are already using them well—but fan 
personalization is still the exception to the rule in music. In 2016, we expect to 
see personalization become the norm as the tools to do so become more readily 
available and affordable.

TURNING NATIVE ADS INTO OWNED CONTENT 
Brands have taken a turn toward native advertising to more organically promote 
their product or service within the context of the user’s experience. For example, 
a brand can place an engaging piece of festival video content seamlessly into an 
editorial piece on a dance music blog. This type of ad format could potentially allow 
content creators to turn their advertisements into owned media based on user 
feedback. For example, a content creator could test a video or piece of journalism 
as an advertisement on a similar platform. Depending on how well the content 
is received (Is it driving web traffic? Are users engaging with the content?), the 
content creator has the option to take this and turn it into an owned asset. In our 
example, this could translate to a web series or blog. 

Developing one’s owned media channels not only strengthens the bond between a 
brand and fan, but allows the brand to more organically tell their story with an emphasis 
on personalized, experience-based strategies. Using our tools to gather meaningful 
data and further integrate our findings into the creative process will produce more 
engaging pieces of media, ensuring the longevity of one’s owned properties.
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F A M E H O U S E . N E T

MONETIZING YOUR AUDIENCE
S E C T I O N  I I I

While building owned channels is an important first step toward improving how we con-
nect with audiences, it’s also become more important than ever for artists to get smarter 
and more creative about how they monetize their audiences.  Gone are the days of sole-
ly relying on album sales and logo t-shirts to fund a career.  More and more, artists and 
brands are creating extensions of themselves for fans to broadcast to their own friends 
and family through merchandising, and identifying these opportunities is something we 

regularly explore for our clients at Fame House.   

 

Depending on the artist or brand, this may come in the form of a pre-sale bundle, and for 
others it may be fostering a fan club built around paid subscriptions.  Either way, in today’s 
landscape, there are countless opportunities for artists at any level to convert fans into 

buyers in a way that is meaningful and organic for both the artist and their fans.

C O N T I N U E D . . . .
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MONETIZING THROUGH D2C
Brian Aranda, Senior Account Manager

TO MAKE DOLLARS MAKE sense, it’s important to have clear and objective insight 
into what type of fan you are trying to reach. Understanding how you create value 
for fans will determine the what, when, and how the offer is presented to fans.  Here 
are a few questions to ask before kicking off a campaign:

• Do fans want to be part of your journey?  
• Do fans connect with the artist or brand on a personal level?  
• Do fans see the brand as more of a lifestyle?
• How do fans communicate with each other about the brand?

Crowdfunding has become an extremely popular way for artists at all levels to 
produce a project.  At a basic level, these types of campaigns help with upstart 
costs for studio time, merch production, and anything else that goes into a project, 
but at a higher level, it allows fans to become part of the journey. That is, rather 
than just a single transaction providing satisfaction to the fan, they can witness the 
process of a project coming to life, and feel truly invested in their artist. Beyond the 
more common platforms like Kickstarter and gofundme, additional platforms are 
emerging for more specialized, pre-order style campaigns for merchandise, vinyl, 
and the like. For a smaller artist, these platforms allow the opportunity to meet the 
needs of their fans where there would otherwise be substantial financial risk.

Not specific to music, studies show that shoppers are choosing to spend their 
money on experiences, rather than physical items. This has many implications for 
music, and we are seeing more artist branded experiences, both large and small; 
from Tyler, the Creator hosting his annual Camp FlogGnaw Carnival, to Dillon 
Francis' “Awesome Shit” collection which features offerings like prank calls, drunk 
cooking sessions, and even Ikea furniture assembly. Whether it is on a one-to-one 
level with a fan, or an event for like-minded fans to get together, creating memories 
for fans can provide much more value compared to a piece of merch. They also 
come at a higher price point.

Some artists and brands have developed in a way that warrants a full lifestyle 
brand, where an artist or an extension of the artist’s brand resonates with fans 
beyond the music itself and becomes part of their day-to-day lives. In this instance 
the brand can develop into a proper retail operation via an evergreen store, turning 
over merchandise seasonally to encourage repeat purchasers, more akin to a retail 
model than traditional band merch. 

One of our favorite examples of this is The Weeknd’s store, which seamlessly 
integrates his brand into designs that stand on their own feet as desirable apparel. 
Fans will recognize the merch is for The Weeknd, but anyone will want to wear 
it—making it much more compelling for fans to actually buy. It’s a more subtle nod 
to their love for the artist, but one that other fans “in the know” will immediately 
recognize, cementing their sense of inclusion in a special community built around 
the artist and their music.

From here, the sky’s the limit for artists and brands. Producing lookbooks and 
seeking partners for collaborations and capsule collections are additional ways 
to tap into other brands that fans are already engaging with. Eminem’s recurring 
partnership with Majestic and the Detroit Tigers is a great example of a successful 
match between artist and partners; releases sell out within hours, while also 
perfectly complementing Eminem’s brand.

In many cases, we discover that passionate, like-minded fans communicate and 
get to know each other through the brands that they know and love without being 
prompted by the brand itself. Whether it is a forum, subreddit, or Facebook Group, 
it is important to pay attention to what fans are saying and where they are saying 
it to engage the group organically. 

In certain instances, this is where a paid fan club could provide value. In this case, all 
fans are not created equal. Hyper-engaged fans that are willing to pay for exclusive 
access to a brand are often more inclined to buy than casual fans, and can help 
amplify messaging and provide valuable insights. In exchange, it is important for 
the brand to treat this elite group of fans with care, offering early access to tickets, 
exclusive first listens, or steep discounts on merch.  Ultimately, providing additional 
value to your fan club wherever possible is essential to cultivating your already 
rabid fan base.
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LIVE AND DIRECT: MONETIZING LIVESTREAMING  
AS A D2C TOOL
Nick Rizzuto, Senior Account Manager

BEFORE THE ADVENT OF early livestreaming platforms like Justin.TV and Ustream about 
a decade ago, livestreaming was largely a luxury reserved for the likes of media entities like 
the NFL and the Oscars. These early platforms were the first to democratize livestreaming 
by making it available to anyone with an internet connection and a webcam. Later, when 
webcams became pre-packaged within PCs and laptops (rather than standalone devices), 
platforms like Skype, Twitch, and YouTube / Google Hangout made one-to-one and one-
to-many livestreaming commonplace. 

Then, just last year, Periscope made livestreaming one of the most in-vogue activities on 
the internet, and in 2016 Facebook followed suit by rolling out Facebook Live as a standard 
feature. Before long, the pre-Facebook Live internet will seem as remote and distant as the 
days before YouTube. 

It may have taken a decade but, thanks to these platforms, artists now have the power to 
reach their audience in an instant. For the first time, artists and their fans can truly interact 
in realtime... the internet has truly become a stage. 

But how can artists use this new, instant connection that livestreaming allows to build and 
monetize their audience?

Naturally, artists’ first instinct in embracing this new world is to use livestreaming tools to 
bring their music and performances directly to fans in realtime. Other artists have used 
these tools to peel back the curtain by deconstructing their music and by bringing fans 
into the creative process. Meanwhile, many artists have used these channels to simply hold 

intimate and meaningful discussions with their audience. 

Still, others have taken some craftier steps by using livestreaming as a purely 
promotional tool and have used this new stage to pimp their latest single, t-shirt, or 
tour. This new generation of platforms are especially effective promotional outlets 
because they will often notify your entire fanbase when you “go live”, allowing you 
to coax your entire audience to tune in.
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While these platforms and features are greatly useful, artists really need a livestreaming 
tool where they can both emote with and promote to their fans while owning the fan 
experience, regardless of whether they’re streaming from their smartphone or via a 
professional film team. 

Despite the amazing capabilities that Facebook and Periscope have enabled for artists, 
their shortcomings lie in the fact that they don’t allow artists to own and customize the 
experience. Both of these platforms are missing key features that allow artists to better 
reach and monetize their audience. 

For example, artists can’t easily direct viewers to outside links to purchase merchandise or 
tickets within the stream. They also can’t embed streams within their fanclub, or gate the 
stream exclusively to members of their fanclub. They can’t easily contact fans that tuned 
in live, or host easily-discoverable archived replays of the livestream. That’s not to mention 
that the primary mode of artist-to-fan and fan-to-fan communication on both of these 
platforms is limited to text only. 

Several artists have created custom livestream experiences on their own websites that 
contain functionality closer to the above specifications, while others have utilized existing 
livestreaming platforms that allow for a higher quality and more customization than tools 
like Facebook Live or Periscope.

With Amanda Palmer, we’ve worked with a fantastic livestreaming startup called Huzza 
to perfect the livestreaming experience based on her needs and the needs of her fans. 

Each livestream through Huzza begins with a “promotional page” several days or weeks 
before the event where fans can RSVP to receive an automated email at the beginning of 
the stream. There is also the option on this page for fans to submit questions that Amanda 
can answer once the stream is live.

Once inside the stream itself, fans can share the stream to their social media 
channels and interact with one another, and with Amanda, directly via text or GIF 
selfies (a small but highly enjoyable feature that is unique to Huzza). The chat feed 
itself is collapsible, meaning that fans can choose to ignore the conversation and 
focus on the stream in fullscreen. 

Within the Huzza stream, fans can tip the artist directly or donate to a cause that the artist 
has selected ahead of time. They can also head over to the Merch tab and purchase items 

that the artist has chosen to highlight. Through Huzza’s iOS app, a large portion of the 
desktop experience can be mirrored on fans’ mobile devices. 

We’ve also been able to work with Huzza to integrate livestreams within Amanda’s 
Patreon, which more or less functions as a crowdfunded fan club where Amanda’s patrons 
receive exclusive content from and access to Amanda in exchange for this patronage, with 
content ranging between stream-of-conscious blogs, new music, live performance art 
pieces, videos, and livestreams. 

Using Huzza, Amanda can hold webcam livestream Q&As that are exclusive to specific 
tiers of her patrons, or give patrons exclusive access to archived replays of her professional-
quality live performances. Huzza has also evolved to allow patrons to verify their Patreon 
accounts on Huzza in order to access exclusive content from Amanda. This was a feature 
that we knew would be highly convenient to Amanda’s patrons, and is now available to all 
Patreon creators to leverage. 

Through Huzza and comparable platforms, artists now have new, never-before-
possible superpowers to intimately interact with and promote to their fans while 
providing an enjoyable viewing experience, for much less cost than previously 
possible. While tools like Periscope and Facebook Live are immensely helpful for 
reaching the maximum people, customizable streams are much more effective in 
converting viewers into purchasers. 

Today, one possible application of this technology could include independently run 
web-athons, where artists band together to perform and raise donations for their 
cause. Another could be to premiere a new music video directly to their fanclub, or 
launch a new line of merchandise or ticket pre-order that is only available to the 
fans within the stream. Artists could also hold album listening parties limited to a 
certain number of attendants, and securely hide the stream once it is over, allowing 
fans to discuss new music as they’re hearing it for the first time together. 

Looking into the near future, this technology could also be used to create 
livestreamed subscription series, bringing artists, internet influencers, and brands 
closer to creating their own TV programming to a larger extent than currently 
possible via YouTube. As technology and social media platforms progress and 
the tools available make it easier for artists to reach or grow their audience, it is 
important to remember that the value of these tools is typically proportional to the 
artist’s ability to own and monetize the direct-to-fan experience.
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DRIVING ROI FROM ARTIST APPS
Alex Ferguson, Digital Marketing Coordinator
Matt Chylak, Digital Strategy Manager

THE STRUGGLE TO MAKE it in music is as real as ever, and even if an artist succeeds, 
there’s still the uphill battle of actually making money. For artists with a locked-in fan 
base, apps have become an increasingly appealing revenue stream. When done right, 
these platforms are the gift that keeps on giving for both artist and fan. 

As Courtney and Arielle explored (see page 9), successful artist apps require an 
understanding of what the audience wants and a focus on the bigger picture. 
Apps are not a cheap up front investment, making it critical to create a “sticky” 
experience that keeps fans coming back for more well beyond an initial launch. A 
successful app will have evergreen appeal for fans and drive tangible value for the 
artist in the form of money (increased ticket and merch sales, sponsorships, etc.) 
and better fan data. 

Unfortunately, many miss the mark when it comes to driving real value. Whether it’s 
because the app centers around a short-lived activation or is failing to capitalize on 
data capture capabilities, there’s little to no ROI for the artist.

While there isn’t a one-size-fits-all method for making money off an app, there are a 
handful of established tactics worth considering:

In-App Purchases: The most common form of direct monetization. From stickers and 
badges to digital bottles of champagne, the right purchasable item on an app can be 
a great way to connect with fans and deliver a constant flow of revenue. Just ensure 
what you’re selling is consistent with your story as an artist and the type of relationship 
you have with your audience.

Subscription: Rather than asking fans to pay for a branded app at the point of 
initial download, give them continued access to exclusive content and experiences 
in exchange for a small monthly fee. There’s a beneficial “out of sight, out of mind” 
element to the subscription model. Once fans agree to pay, there’s a very high chance 
you’ll retain them and their monthly payment.

Exclusive Experiences: This is something fans live for, and a great way to convince 
them they absolutely need your app. These experiences can include exclusive live 
streams and Q&As, as well as early access to tickets and merch releases. Give them 
a piece of your brand they can’t get anywhere else while driving ticketing and merch 
revenue from your most loyal fans.

In-App Advertising:  This monetization strategy is openly used within more general apps 
(e.g. Snapchat, Candy Crush). From an owned audience standpoint, this method can be 
tricky. It ties you to the brands that advertise on your app, for better or worse. You’ll want 
to carefully choose sponsors and partners that actually resonate with your fans.

User Retargeting:  Building data capture capabilities into an app allows us to expand 
on the value of these owned fans outside of the app. By asking for fan information, we 
can create custom audiences based on recent activity, in-app purchase behavior, and 
demographic information to better target fans on other channels. These are proven 
tactics to increase the efficiency of your advertising campaigns and drive higher 
conversion rates (a.k.a., more revenue).

Again, these are not one size fits all solutions. Deciding which model is best lies heavily 
in understanding what your audience will respond to most positively. Maybe it’s a 
blend of the above options, or maybe it’s something else entirely. But app or not, the 
bottom line to monetizing any owned audience is to deliver an unmissable experience 
to fans and hope that they’ll respond.
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F A M E H O U S E . N E T

HOW NEW TECH IS CHANGING  
MUSIC EXPERIENCES

S E C T I O N  I V

As we look ahead to how the relationships between artists, brands, and fans will evolve 
in the coming years, we can’t help but consider how the ways fans experience music will 
change. Just as the mainstream adoption of smartphones—and the Internet before that—
revolutionized the way we interact with music and the creators who make it, the platforms 

of the future will forever alter our relationships with music and the artists we love.

Two dominant emerging technologies are going to play a huge role in how this evolution 
takes shape: Virtual and Augmented Reality and Artificial Intelligence. Artists and music 
companies are already actively  experimenting with and investing in these technologies, 
and it is only a matter of time before more consumers have access to these experiences. 
What once was only science fiction is quickly becoming reality: 2016 may very well be the 

year VR and AR break into the mainstream. 

C O N T I N U E D . . . .
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THE FUTURE OF OWNED AUDIENCES: VIRTUAL AND 
AUGMENTED REALITY (VR AND AR)
Nick Rizzuto, Senior Marketing Manager

AS WE LOOK AHEAD INTO THE future of owned audiences for our clients at Fame House, 
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) stand out as two technologies that will 
likely become predominant media formats. Although these are two separate but related 
technologies, both could be utilized in the near future by artists and events to create 
unique, previously-inconceivable experiences for fans.

Virtual Reality, which is already being adopted by television networks, editorial outlets, 
film studios, sports teams, and video game franchises, describes a format of immersive, 
three-dimensional and 360-degree video that puts you inside an experience or setting 
with the help of a headset. At this moment, your best bet at properly experiencing this 
content for yourself (outside of conferences or trade shows) is the $100 Samsung Gear VR, 
produced by the Facebook-owned VR hardware shop Oculus Rift. However, technology 
juggernauts like Samsung, Sony, HTC, and Facebook are currently competing to create 
the first breakout hardware “hit” that is VR-capable. This is essentially a race to create the 
iPhone for VR - the predominant device that is adopted by the market at large. 

The first time you experience VR, the experience is undeniable and addictive. As our Video 
Content Manager Gabe Coffey phrased it during his first time experiencing the Samsung 
Gear VR, “no one is ever going to leave their house ever again.” 

Thanks to the involvement of the technology giants mentioned above and the pure 
attractiveness of the medium, many people foresee VR breaking into the mainstream 
sometime in the next few years—maybe even within 2016. 

Augmented Reality, a.k.a. Mixed Reality, on the other hand, has farther to go to achieve 
mainstream adoption simply because the compatible hardware is farther from being 

perfected. AR, most widely associated with Google Glass, refers to the interaction of digital 
data with real life physical objects. This can take the form of a layer of information overlain 
upon one’s field of vision via Google Glass, or could be as simple as a picture or video 
taken on one’s smartphone unlocking a hidden layer of information. Despite VR’s more 
immediate predominance, AR is predicted by some to eventually surpass VR in its level 
of adoption and revenue. Its staying power could be magnified when it is complemented 
with the arrival of the sensor-powered Internet of Things (IoT) that is predicted to connect 
all smart objects and devices into a self-sustained, collaborative network.

Regardless of which of these media become mainstream first, Goldman Sachs has 
predicted that VR and AR industries could account for somewhere between a combined 
$80 billion and $182 billion globally by 2025. For comparison, the global film industry 
accounted for $88.3 billion in 2015 according to PwC. 

Clearly, the potential for VR / AR is significant. The questions facing the music industry 
about this forthcoming phenomenon include: “How will these experiences take shape 
as these technologies become mainstream?” “How will music take shape within these 
mediums?” And “How will this change how fans experience live events?”

The music industry’s early experiments in VR mostly consist of live performances of 
a few songs by large artists like Paul McCartney, Jack White, and Janelle Monae. U2 is 
among the few artists with a proper VR music video (thanks to Apple Music’s checkbook), 
alongside Björk, whose video for “Stonemilker” was created by the VR studio Vrse.Works 
as a showcase of their capabilities. On the live event side of things, Universal Music Group 
/ iHeartRadio announced a series of “immersive VR experiences” in January (coming 
this April), while Coachella just recently launched their foray into VR in partnership with 
Vantage.TV.

Although the cost of creating VR / AR experiences is currently out of the reach of most 
artists and events, dozens of startups and incumbent media companies are working toward 
democratizing the creation of this content. In the same way Instagram gave everyone with 
a smartphone a license to try their hand as a semi-professional photographer, there have 
been multiple recent attempts by startups to make the creation and consumption of VR 
available to all. 

Because of this trend toward making VR / AR more widely available, we at Fame 
House believe that the early music experiences described above are only the tip 
of the iceberg in terms of the experiences that could someday be facilitated via 
these new media types. In the list below, we have detailed some of these potential 
experiences that we foresee based on the current climate of VR / AR. Of course, we 
have to admit that a few of these are experiences that we selfishly would like to see 
come to fruition as the music nerds that we are. 
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http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-13/goldman-sachs-has-four-charts-showing-the-huge-potential-in-virtual-and-augmented-reality
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-13/goldman-sachs-has-four-charts-showing-the-huge-potential-in-virtual-and-augmented-reality
http://www.statista.com/statistics/259985/global-filmed-entertainment-revenue/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQEyezu7G20
http://www.theverge.com/2016/1/7/10729982/umg-iheartradio-virtual-reality-concerts
http://pitchfork.com/news/64077-coachella-announces-virtual-reality-app/
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THE EVOLUTION OF MUSIC WITHIN VR/AR:
Timeline design by Marisa Velazquez-Rivas and Sara McDougall

Virtual and Augmented Reality have quickly moved from the fringe to the forefront, becoming an artistic marketing tool for the music industry to legitimately consider. The below timeline 
brings us from the advent of mass-produced VR with the Google Cardboard introduction in 2014 to the full realization of VR and AR's potential as a $4.1 Billion industry in 2025, as predicted 
by Goldman Sachs. Between these two points, we have placed some of our own predictions of relevant VR / AR applications within the music industry.
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IMAGINING THE FUTURE OF MUSIC IN VR / AR
By James Guttman, James Lee, Emily Levy, Nick Rizzuto

AS A BRAND NEW MEDIUM, VR unlocks endless possibilities for fans to experience music 
and for artists to reach fans. Some of the potential experiences that we foresee include:

01. P.O.V. Livestreamed Concert: Imagine standing on stage at Madison Square Garden 
looking out onto a sold out arena. You turn around and realize there is a drummer behind 
you, a guitarist to your left, and bassist to your right. Thanks to a new VR platform, you are 
experiencing one of your favorite band’s live from the P.O.V. of the lead-singer.

02. Album Visualizers: The greatest albums ever recorded didn’t just record a band 
playing instruments. In many of these classic works, the producer played the studio by 
using every available sonic advancement. Similarly, recording artists in memorium have 
been creating visual accompaniments to music. Because of its immersiveness, VR will 
enable artists to construct the mindset that they’d like listeners to experience the album 
within via 360-degree album visualizers. 

03. AR-Responsive Music: As mentioned above, Augmented Reality is really just digital 
information affected by physical inputs via visual recognition. Imagine a song or album 
experience where the environment around you affects elements of the music such as 
volume, panning, timbre, etc. Imagine a concerto that transitions from a major to minor 
key based on the amount of light around you, or an EDM drop where the volume lifts 
based on the amount of people that are around you. Lastly, imagine a rock concert where 
there are pre-planned AR effects that hit in certain parts of the song, like a lightshow in 
Augmented Reality. 

04. Interactive Music Videos: VR is aspiring to allow fans to immerse themselves in worlds 
created by artists via interactive music videos. This technology will let fans play out the role 
of the video’s protagonist, or explore the workings of a digitally created world. It would 
allow artists the opportunity to tell deeper stories with their music, possibly initiating 
transmedia storytelling in the music industry; something which is currently isolated to the 
gaming, tv, and film industries. 

05. In-The-Studio Experiences: Ever wondered which distortion pedals your favorite 
guitarist uses to create their tone, or how to produce that one perfect sound in that song 
that you love? Pop on a headset and see all the intricacies of an artist’s studio time for 
yourself. VR will be able to provide immersive behind-the-scenes experiences, allowing 
you to sit in on the recording process of your favorite albums. 

06. Social VR Music Creation & Collaboration: The world’s about to get a whole lot 
smaller. With VR-enabled music collaboration platforms, you’ll be able to directly interface 
with musicians across the globe to join together on new tracks. Lay down a guitar riff for 
your British friend’s new track, while your singer on vacation in Australia drops in to record 
a few lines. VR will be capable of providing a virtual studio to bring all the necessary pieces 
together in the same space - no matter where in the world you are. 

07. VR Social Media Platforms: With the introduction of VR technology to social media 
platforms, people will be able to enter a virtual forum consisting of their peers and 
connections. This change will create a digital world similar to the popular MMORP Second 
Life wherein users, via a customizable avatar, interact with other users in the platform. The 
difference will be instead of acting through an avatar, users will be immersed in the digital 
world themselves, bringing the long awaited humanization to social media.

JOIN THE BAND: MUSIC GAMES IN VR
By James Guttman

THE OCULUS RIFT HAS GAINED an advantage in the music/VR space with the 
announcement of its exclusive rights to Rock Band VR, the first major music-related 
gaming virtual reality experience. While music games haven’t been a focus of many virtual 
reality-related headlines, there are exciting implications around VR integrations in the 

space from both a business and creative standpoint.
 
Mainstream, music-focused experiences will likely be a bridge for the more casual fans 
to become interested in virtual reality. Clifton Dawson, CEO at research firm Greenlight 
VR, told Fortune Magazine in a recent interview that “music is a barrier-less experience, 
and non-early adopters will immediately conceptualize and understand the value of 
experiencing music in an immersive environment.” For this reason, it’s likely we’ll see a 
number of compelling VR offerings for music games this year.
 
Rock Band VR aims to “connect people to live music like never before” by offering players 
the experience of performing in front of a massive crowd. With this new offering comes 
a host of new options for monetization and advertising. For example, featured artist 
campaigns could allow players to join their favorite bands onstage. Event brands, such as 
Coachella (fresh off their own recent VR announcement), could allow players to perform at 
their iconic venues. This exclusive content could be exchanged for social reach (share-to-
unlock), audience data (such as emails), and of course, money.
 
There are similar implications for the electronic music audience. DJ games, such as DJ 
Hero, will likely follow in Rock Band VR’s footsteps. This sort of technology could even be 
integrated into actual DJ software, such TRAKTOR and Serato. The ability to virtually share 
a stage with their favorite artist or perform at a festival is a pretty compelling offering to 
a “bedroom DJ.” Crowd views could allow friends, family, and audiences from around the 
world to watch the player perform, similar to existing performance streaming platforms 
such as Mixify.
 
Considering the familiarity of the genre and low barrier to entry, music games could very 
well be the first VR experience for many. In regards to Rock Band VR, Oculus founder 
Palmer Luckey says fans are in for a treat: “Looking over, seeing your drummer on the 
left, seeing a guitarist on your right, wailing out on a guitar solo and just looking out at the 
crowd and just feeling like you really are a rock star, it’s an incredible experience.”
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http://www.engadget.com/2015/12/03/rock-band-vr-is-coming-from-oculus-and-harmonix-in-2016/
http://www.engadget.com/2015/12/03/rock-band-vr-is-coming-from-oculus-and-harmonix-in-2016/
http://fortune.com/2015/12/08/rock-band-facebook-oculus/
http://pitchfork.com/news/64077-coachella-announces-virtual-reality-app/
http://www.mixify.com/
http://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/#1fb612a445c7
http://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/#1fb612a445c7
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CONVERSATIONAL COMMERCE AND MUSIC VR EXPERIENCES
Emily Levy, Digital Marketing Associate

IMAGINE… YOU’RE WATCHING the newest Tame Impala music video on your VR headset, 
when all of a sudden you realize that this is the greatest song you’ve ever heard in your life, 
and you want - no, you NEED to see them live. But even if you know where to purchase 
tickets, you don’t want to have to stop the flow of this psy-rock anthem to do it. Just say, 
“Buy a ticket to the next Tame Impala show in town,” and in the corner of your vision you 
see a notification that confirms your purchase.
 
If it sounds too good to be true, that’s because it is, for now. With the emergence of 
conversational commerce, we are soon going to be buying, selling, and much more using 
simple language commands. It will be like one click shipping, but instead of browsing 
dozens, sometimes hundreds, of products on a retail website, all you have to do is say what 
you want. See a musical performance you really like on SNL? “Order me a ticket to their 
next show.” Or, while you’re streaming their live performance on your VR headset, “Save 
their newest album to my Spotify library.”
 
The foundation for this technology is already here: conversational commerce. 
Conversational commerce cuts through the monotonous steps of today's e-commerce 
model. A consumer just needs to open a messaging application and send a text to the 
brand. Within this conversation, the consumer can request the desired service or product, 
send payments, even provide shipping information. No searching, no clicking through 
windows—just type, send, receive.
 
We’ve already seen the success of conversational commerce in Southeast Asia, where 
messaging applications with this functionality have been allowing users to contact brands, 
access their personal banking information, make purchases, and more. In her Medium 
article, “The Messaging Phenomenon Has Hardly Begun,” Stephanie Newman pointed out 
that the popular South Korean messaging app, KakaoTalk, earns revenue of about $4.24 
per user per year, while China’s WeChat (with over 700 million MAUs) earns a whopping 
$7.00 per user. To put that into perspective, the average GDP per capita in China during 
2015 was $7,590, meaning that the average WeChat user spent almost 0.1% of their yearly 
income within the app. If the same measurements were to be transferred to the U.S. 
market, users would spend on average $55 within the app per year.
 
The next layer of this technology is the incorporation of chat bots and virtual assistants. 

Facebook Messenger’s M, and other virtual assistants like it, are able to reserve tables, 
book flights, and more. They can be thought of as a consumer-facing liaison into the world 
of conversational commerce, whereas chat   bots enable conversation directly between 
brands and their audience. 

Chat bots, such as the one created by Uber on the Messenger platform in late 2015, also 
enable users to request goods and services, submit customer service inquiries, and more. 
But unlike the virtual assistants, chat bots are usually programmed to deal primarily with 
one specific service or brand. In addition to all of this, these virtual assistants and chat 
bots are able to learn your preferences, habits, colloquialisms, etc. so it’s almost as if you’re 
talking to a human, or better yet, a friend. Bots are already commonly referred to as “the 
new apps”—the impending launch of Facebook’s rumored “bot store” is being heralded as 
the biggest thing since the launch of Apple’s App Store.
 
As digital natives, or well-adjusted adopters, we are skeptical of receiving messages 
or notifications from an app. If Dave & Buster's sends you a notification on Facebook 
about a special “Half Off All Games” promotion they’re pushing, you may overlook 
it and chalk it up to another corporate play at catching your attention. But, if your 
friend M, or one of those other oh so helpful bots sends you a message, you may be 
more inclined to open it and see what the offer is. Uber’s Chris Messina, author of 
the piece, “2016 Will Be the Year of Conversational Commerce,” suggests that this 
is because people are innately wary when they receive a notification from an app, 
but we are already conditioned to receive and respond to messages from our friends. 
So the humanization of virtual assistants and chat bots actually make them the ideal 
marketing tools. Bots and virtual assistants could potentially do to the digital world 
what native advertising has done to the publishing world.
 
Now, imagine we’re back inside that VR headset, but this time we’re a ticket retailer. We 
have a deal with Tame Impala that they’ll allow us to send out messages to their fans while 
they watch the band’s music videos. But no one likes to see advertisements when they’re 
in the middle of something; they’re obtuse and take the viewer out of the moment. Instead, 
when the song hits the crescendo, the ticketing chat bot will send the user a message 
along the lines of, “This band is killing it, they have a performance coming up soon. Do 
you want to go see them?” It’s informal, non-intrusive, and is reminiscent of something 
that a friend would say as opposed to the advertisements we see pop up on our screens 
today. As consumers become more aware of the advertisements that surround them on 
a daily basis, the friendly and familiar nature of conversational commerce will catapult it 
to preeminence.
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https://medium.com/the-activate-outlook/the-messaging-phenomenon-has-hardly-begun-cdaeaf735cb2#.sfth7i4o1
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD
http://observer.com/2016/01/2016-will-be-the-year-of-conversational-commerce/
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